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Before we begin our journey throwing some light on Art Nouveau dining room suite, letâ€™s take a walk
on the path leading to â€œArt Nouveau.â€•

â€œArt Nouveauâ€• is an intercontinental philosophy and style of art, architecture and applied art,
especially the ornamental arts that were on immense popularity during 1890-1910. It is a French
name for â€œnew art.â€• It is also known by the name of Jugendstil, which is a German name for â€œyouth
styleâ€• that was named of the magazine Jugend. Art Nouveau was on its peak in Europe, but its
influence had taken over the entire world. Therefore, it is known in diverse appearances with
frequent localised tendencies. Even though Art Nouveau was replaced by 20th century modernist
styles, it is contemplated now as a crucial evolution between the historicism of Neoclassicism and
modernization. In addition, Art Nouveau monuments are now recognized by UNESCO with their
World Heritage List as important contributions to cultural heritage.

Some of the characteristics of Art Nouveauâ€™s actual art on canvas are the following points:

â€¢	An artist should work on everything from architecture to furniture design so that art would become
a part of mundane life. Artists improve peopleâ€™s lives by making exquisiteness and harmony a part of
their lives. This approach has been symbolized in painting, architecture

â€¢	Typical flat, appealing patterns

â€¢	Nickname â€˜the noodle styleâ€™

â€¢	Flat, decorative patterns, entangled organic forms of stems or flowers

â€¢	Principal subjects are lavish birds and flowers, insects and polymorphic femme fatale

â€¢	Conceptual lines and shapes and used comprehensively as a filling for recognizable subject matter

â€¢	Striking objects of art, but not necessarily very purposeful

In spite of its strong significance on nature, Art Nouveau dining room suite was primarily an urban
style, which was created to smarten the interiors of contemporary industrial cities that had expanded
swiftly during the last third of nineteenth century. The cities represented in the exhibition display the
international variations of Art Nouveau. At the turn of the twentieth century, Art Nouveau brushed
through the cities of North America and Europe, exhibiting the novelty and complexity of the present
age. While some aspects such as its flowery curvilinear designs, vanished rapidly while others
influenced later art and design movements.

From around 1890 to 1920, the Art Nouveau movement was expressed in a range of art forms from
furniture, architecture and interior design to posters, glass, pottery, textiles and book illustration. Art
Nouveau was also used for interior design. Although named after Maison de lâ€™Art Nouveau, a
Parisian shop that was established in 1896 by art dealer Siegfried Bing, this style had its roots in the
Arts and Crafts movement in England that revived handmade crafts.
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Antique Warehouse - About Author:
The a Antique Warehouse is a Vancouver-based company that caters to the diverse needs of those
individuals that are fond of antique furniture such as a Art Nouveau dining room suite. It deals with
furniture stores in Vancouver that satisfy the various requirements of the customers as per their
specifications.
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